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Look from Gucci's  spring/summer 2016 runway show

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Today in luxury marketing:

Paris museum to showcase 300 years of fashion

Paris museum Les Arts Dcoratifs, marking its 30th anniversary in 2016, is to bite off a big chunk of fashion history
300 years, to be exact for its next exhibition, WWD has learned.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Why Michele's Gucci will not go on sale

If you had your heart set on picking up some Gucci in the Black Friday sales, then prepare to have your hopeful heart
broken: Gucci will not discount either of Alessandro Michele's first two collections. The company's CEO, Marco
Bizzarri, confirmed that the collections would not go into sale - essentially because, thanks to how well the
collections are selling already, there is no point in discounting them, says British Vogue.

Click here to read the entire article on British Vogue

Tiffany profit misses estimates as strong dollar hurt sales

Tiffany & Co. posted disappointing third-quarter profit and cut its annual forecast as the strong dollar and choppy
economic conditions weigh on sales of luxury jewelry, reports Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

The Plaza penthouse's asking price just dropped $10M

Have you always wanted a triplex in the sky atop one of New York's most iconic and historic hotels? asks Town &
Country.

Click here to read the entire article on Town & Country
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